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Joni Mitchell Complete So Far contains 167 songs spanning her entire career, transcribed

accurately and including the authentic tunings Joni explored throughout her artistic

development.Titles:* All I Want* Amelia* The Arrangement* (You're So Square) Baby I Don't

Care* Bad Dreams* Banquet* Barangrill* Be Cool* The Beat of Black Wings* Big Yellow Taxi*

Big Yellow Taxi (2007)* A Bird That Whistles (Corrina, Corrina)* Black Crow* Blonde in the

Bleachers* Blue* Blue Boy* Blue Motel Room* The Boho Dance* Borderline* Both Sides, Now*

Cactus Tree* California* Car on a Hill* Carey* A Case of You* Chelsea Morning* Cherokee

Louise* Chinese Cafe/Unchained Melody* The Circle Game* Cold Blue Steel and Sweet Fire*

Come In from the Cold* Conversation* Cool Water* Court and Spark* Coyote* The Crazy Cries

of Love* Dancin' Clown* The Dawntreader* Dog Eat Dog* Don Juan's Reckless Daughter*

Don't Interrupt the Sorrow* Down to You* Dreamland* Edith and the Kingpin* Electricity*

Ethiopia* Face Lift* Fiction* The Fiddle and the Drum* For Free* For the Roses* Free Man in

Paris* Furry Sings the Blues* The Gallery* God Must Be a Boogie Man* Good Friends* Hana*

Harlem in Havana* Harry's House—Centerpiece* Hejira* Help Me* The Hissing of Summer

Lawns* How Do You Stop* I Don't Know Where I Stand* I Had a King* I Think I Understand* If*

If I Had a Heart* Impossible Dreamer* In France They Kiss on Main Street* Jericho*

Judgement of the Moon and Stars (Ludwig's Tune)* The Jungle Line* Just Like This Train*

Ladies' Man* Ladies of the Canyon* Lakota* Last Chance Lost* The Last Time I Saw Richard*

Lead Balloon* Lesson in Survival* Let the Wind Carry Me* Little Green* Love* Love Puts on a

New Face* Lucky Girl* The Magdalene Laundries* Man from Mars* Man to Man* Marcie*

Michael from Mountains* Moon at the Window* Morning Morgantown* My Best to You* My Old

Man* My Secret Place* Nathan la Franeer* Night in the City* Night of the Iguana* Night Ride

Home* No Apologies* Not to Blame* Nothing Can Be Done* Number One* Off Night

Backstreet* One Week Last Summer* The Only Joy in Town* Otis and Marlena* Overture—

Cotton Avenue* Paprika Plains* Passion Play (When All the Slaves Are Free)* People's

Parties* The Pirate of Penance* The Priest* Rainy Night House* Raised on Robbery* Ray's

Dad's Cadillac* The Reoccurring Dream* Refuge of the Roads* River* Roses Blue* Same

Situation* See You Sometime* Sex Kills* Shades of Scarlett Conquering* Shadows and Light*

Shine* Shiny Toys* The Silky Veils of Ardor* The Sire of Sorrow (Job's Sad Song)* Sisotowbell

Lane* Slouching Towards Bethlehem* Smokin' (Empty, Try Another)* Snakes and Ladders*

Solid Love* Song for Sharon* Song to a Seagull* Songs to Aging Children Come* Stay in

Touch* A Strange Boy* Strong and Wrong* Sunny Sunday* Sweet Bird* Talk to Me* Taming the

Tiger* Tax Free* The Tea Leaf Prophecy (Lay Down Your Arms)* That Song About the Midway*

This Flight Tonight* This Place* The Three Great Stimulants* Tin Angel* Trouble Child*

Turbulent Indigo* Twisted* Two Grey Rooms* Underneath the Streetlight* Urge for Going* Wild

Things Run Fast* Willy* The Windfall (Everything for Nothing)* The Wolf That Lives in Lindsey*

Woman of Heart and Mind* Woodstock* You Dream Flat Tires* You Turn Me on I'm a Radio*
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Joni Mitchell: In Her Own Words, Reckless Daughter: A Portrait of Joni Mitchell, The

Philosophy of Modern Song, The Beatles Complete Chord Songbook (GUITARE), Beginner

Gypsy Jazz Guitar: Master the Essential Skills of Gypsy Jazz Guitar Rhythm & Soloing (Play

Gypsy Jazz Guitar), Fingerstyle 101 - A Step By Step Guide to Becoming a Confident and

Skilful Fingerpicking Guitarist: 2nd edition, Ted Greene: Modern Chord Progressions: Jazz &

Classical Voicings for Guitar (Guitar), Girls Like Us: Carole King, Joni Mitchell, Carly Simon--

And the Journey of a Generation, Ted Greene: Chord Chemistry: For Guitar, The Complete

DADGAD Guitar Method: The Essential DADGAD Course for Acoustic and Electric Guitar

(Learn How to Play Acoustic Guitar), Last Chance Texaco: Chronicles of an American

Troubadour

Bonnie Hoke-Scedrov, “Indispensable for Joni Mitchell fans!. After years of not performing the

guitar, I picked it up along with this book and got to work learning all those open tunings for

Joni Mitchell songs which I never was able to figure out when I was a teenager, because no

one had written it all down! Now, her guitar technician has created this invaluable resource for

anyone wishing to delve into her fascinating and infinitely satisfying guitar work. Though I

have been a classical singer for decades, upon seeing this book I threw caution to the wind

and booked myself a performance gig of all Joni Mitchell songs. Then, I got to work using this

book. Don’t be fooled, this is a very professional rendering of her work – not for the faint of

heart. But, oh! It is so rewarding! I learned, for instance, that Joni Mitchell had had polio when

she was eight years old and that all of the open tunings were her attempt to overcome a

weakness in her hands which was a residual effect of the illness. The altered tunings also

release an extraordinary color palette and expressive capability for the guitar which is simply

not possible if you don’t alter the tunings. It has been a joy to finally perform these as they

were meant to be performed. One weakness of the book is the dulcimer tunings for the four

“Blue“ album songs; they appear to be inaccurate or nonexistent in some cases. Luckily, there

are plenty of excellent videos on YouTube with dulcimer players playing the songs and

explaining the tunings. I was able to come up with dulcimer tunings that work for me. If you

love Joni Mitchell, treat yourself to this eye-opening manual — you won’t be disappointed!”

Fire Boy, “Open tuning manifesto?. I like Joni Mitchell's music. When I heard that she was a

devotee of open tunings, I knew that this book held, for me, glimpses into her compositional

brilliance. Having adapted to open tuning through the use of both banjo and ukulele, guitar

open tuning and my own interpretation of slack key seems to have followed very naturally.

Anyone may have their open key knowledge base expanded through the use of this book filled

with Joni's songs, her chording graphics and easily understood explanations of a number of

open tuning options available to an artist.”

Aspasia Darkstone, “Worth the investment.. This is the first Joni Mitchell music book (that I am

aware of) that accurately shows the tuning and chords to her songs. It has been a revelation.

As a learning tool, it has changed the way I approach playing guitar. I am very happy with this

purchase.”

Deb B, “Worth the investment. Fabulous book. I have not worked on most of the songs but the

few I have work well. Incredibly well organized. I loved the ease of finding the songs with the

tuningsand also the album listings of songs. Definitely worth the investment!”



Kiwi Di, “A veritable treasure trove. This book exceeds my expectations.....it is a beautiful

record of Joni Mitchell's life's work to date and, as a professional singer/guitarist/pianist who

has many of her songs in my repertoire, I am so enjoying working my way through every page.

I would certainly recommend it - not just from a musician's point of view but for the editorial and

photography as well. Very reasonably priced and I couldn't believe how quickly Amazon

delivered it to me - America to New Zealand in just under 2 weeks!!!”

Soulsongwriterag, “DEFINITIVE JONI SONGBOOK. This had all my favorite albums—For the

Roses, Night ride Home, Ladies of the Canyon,Court and Spark, Blue and several others in

complete lyrics, guitar/piano, Joni’s Open Tuning charts. The best book and worth ever penny.I

LOVE IT!  I will need no other. Thanks, Amazon!”

john T., “The open tunings are put forth very well!. I haven't been able to delve that much into it

yet -- I do plan on doing it though. It has a great many open tunings and a method for applying

them to the guitar. The article about Joni Mitchell at the beginning was very inspirational.”

C. Snider, “I swooned.. Just what I was looking for. This book goes into detail about Joni's

tunings and the sheet music does not disappoint. A very attractive package with photos, lyrics

and notation of this singular artist and her exquisite legacy. I've played guitar for a long time

and have some skills. This book makes her music accessible to play.”

J Skillcorn, “What a great book!. This is a wonderful book. It's well laid-out LP by LP (but with

an excellent index of songs) and represents some of Joni's best work ever. There are good

transcriptions from piano to guitar when required, but disappointingly there is only partial

tablature offered in all songs, regardless of the instrument used in the recordings. The reason

for this is explained by Joni herself on the very first printed page, but this would hinder

guitarists who do not yet have a great ability at playing the instrument. Joni uses a multitude of

open tunings, and these are all given, clearly and precisely. However, the chord windows given

for each tuning and song are clear enough and, for myself at least, are enough to enable me to

play each piece with little difficulty. Perhaps surprisingly, Joni's picking style is easy to

learn.The overall quality of the book is very good, excellent in fact. I know someone else has

already picked up on the light weight of the paper used for the pages, and this is an issue.

However, if the paper was any thicker/heavier then the book would have had to run into two

volumes so as not to put excessive strain on the bindings used.For any Joni Mitchell fan -

especially if you play (or want to play) her music on guitar - this book is a must-have item.”

M Mann, “Joni Tunes the Guitar in amazing way!. This is much better for guitar than I'd hoped.

I still play about 5 songs only, but plan to study Joni's chord and tuning methods to expand my

own playing. To me Joni is an amazing artist that somehow is able to push the boundaries of

composition with tweaking the guitar strings to her will. I have already used her tuning ideas to

arrange a Bob Dylan song which I wouldn't have been able to do if I hadn't been giving the

insight this book gives me. What I really enjoy is reading some of the lyrics that I didn't pay

attention to much, but now that I have them it is fun to enjoy Joni's poetry, which come straight

from the heart and feels so present and real. It is my pleasurable time to use this book and it

seems to bring a faint inner smile as I play her lovely tunes.”

Mr. Pc Fowler, “Great Book of Johni Mitchell’s Songs. All Joani Mitchell’s songs album by

album. With special tunings for most of them. About 200 different tunings.Some pages had not



been cut at the top, which was a bit annoying.Great book.”

Roddy Clenaghan, “A great body of work - but not complete.. All these tabs are available

online, mainly as part of the JMDL (Joni Mitchell Discussion List) website, but it's great to have

them all in one place. I thought she'd written a lot more than 167 songs then I realised that a lot

of the piano based songs are not included - unless she has performed a live version on guitar -

hence there are only two songs included here from the Mingus album. The paper quality isn't

great but I suppose when cramming all those songs into one book they had to compromise

somewhere.”

Prof. A. D. Marshall, “An Amazing compendium of all Joni's penned songs to date. An Amazing

compendium of all Joni's penned songs to date. Worth for the listing of all her unique guitar

tunings alone.Very minor gripe it is not fully complete as only two songs from Mingus *none of

the Mingus penned tunes* present.”

The book by Joni Mitchell has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 229 people have provided feedback.
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